Applying Mathematics ideas to Quantum Mechanics
We now expand our understanding of QM theory
and also explain color/hardness experiments
Quantum state = set of information from measurements.
Represented by a KET

|....i

|bananai , |747i , |youi

where ……. = labels indicating what we know(have measured) about the state
Thus
electron - no measurements yet

—->

|undeterminedi = |?i

electron into COLOR box emerges magenta aperture
electron into COLOR box emerges green aperture

|magentai = |mi

|greeni = |gi

electron into HARDNESS box emerges hard aperture

|hardi = |hi

electron into HARDNESS box emerges soft aperture

|sof ti = |si

Clearly the labels tell us everything we “know” about the state

As we will see later — Postulate #1 of quantum theory will be — it is all in the labels!
Continuing, a measuring device is represented by an OPERATOR
Operators take Kets into Kets

de nition

Ô |xi = |yi

Some operator properties from experimental results:

Pg |hardi = (|gi hg|) |hi = hg | hi |gi ! |gi

green projection
operator

All state always normalized to 1
Last step:
All state always normalized to 1

hg | gi = 1
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Pm |hi = (|mi hm|) |hi = hm | hi |mi ! |mi

magenta projection
operator

by de nition

|Qi = hg | hi |gi
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State

is not normalized to 1

—> always renormalize to 1 at each stage

Projection operators seem to represent measurement - we will see!
You will note that I do not tell you WHY I make certain choices, I only tell you HOW the
my particular choices work.
That is the difference between Physics and Philosophy.

fi

fi

Physics NEVER answers WHY questions, we leave those for Philosophers.

Short digression:
Operator model of COLOR box
where

Ĉ = Pg + (1

)Pm

just a possible example!

randomly = 0 or 1 unless have de nite color electron (then

=1 or 0)

How might it work?
Hard electron ∣h⟩ enters left aperture of color box
some interaction(unknown) between electron(microscopic quantum system)
and color box (macroscopic system) generates a value for δ.
Value is random and unpredictable.
Thus, color box randomly sends
electrons out “green” aperture as ∣g⟩ or out “magenta” aperture as ∣m⟩,
unless, entering electron has a de nite color value already.
Similar results hold for “soft” electrons entering color box.
Similar results also hold for “magenta/green” electrons entering hardness box.
Returning to discussion:
Now send magenta electron into hardness box
it comes out either hard or soft (50%-50%) etc.
Magenta electron was described earlier as SUPERPOSITION of hard and soft,

fi

fi

although we did not specify what was meant by term “superposition”.

Now represent superposition mathematically by addition of kets (vector addition) as follows:
1
p
|mi =
|hi
2

1
p |si
2

1
1
p
p
|gi =
|hi +
|si
2
2

This will be Postulate #2 of quantum theory.

1
1
|hi = p |gi + p |mi
2
2
1
|si = p |gi
2

1
p |mi
2

Reasons for particular numerical coef cients will become clear shortly.
This is the way theory works
make(postulates) assumptions,
i.e., meaning of term “superposition” here,
develop measurable predictions from assumptions

fi

and then test experimentally to check validity of postulates.

Digression On Probability

Suppose we have a box with N numbered balls

set of numbers on balls
{⌫i } = ⌫1 , ⌫2 , ⌫3 , ⌫4 , ............
X

number of balls with given number
,

{ni } = n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 , ............

nk = n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + ............ = N

total number

k

probability that a random picked ball has
nk = 0 —> pk = 0
nk = N —> pk = 1

kth

number ⌫k is
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nk
pk =
N

impossible
certainty

0  pk  1 for all k

,

X

pk = 1

k

above are all common sense ideas
In QM
number of times value q was already measured
probability(q) =
total number of measurements so f ar

identical systems(—> ensemble) -> frequency model
X
pk f (⌫k )
One can also show hf (⌫)i =
Meaning similar to earlier result
k

Return to QM
Although QM is a probabilistic theory, the fundamental quantity is not probability
but mathematical object called the probability amplitude
If electron to be measured was in arbitrary state | i ,
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then probability amplitude that will measure color = magenta
if send this electron into color box is given by
a new mathematical object represented by the braket symbol

hproperty to be measured | state being measuredi = hm | i
—-> complex number = component of ket | i in ∣m⟩ direction
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A = probability amplitude = hm | i

P = probability = | hm | i |2

The Dirac Bracket!!!!
as I surmised earlier in my dream thought

This will be Postulate #3 of quantum theory

Now, we use this idea and see what it says.
Send electron into color box
and look at beam emerging from magenta aperture
= magenta electrons - all in state |mi
Experiments can be used to determine the numerical value of amplitudes:
Probability that magenta electron emerges from magenta aperture of color box
2

P = |hm | mi| = 1

hm | mi = 1

Probability that magenta electron emerges from green aperture of color box
2

P = |hm | gi| = 0

hm | gi = 0

Probability that hard electron emerges from hard aperture of hardness box
2

P = |hh | hi| = 1

hh | hi = 1

Probability that hard electron emerges from soft aperture of hardness box
2

Similarly, we have

P = |hh | si| = 0

hg | gi = 1

hs | si = 1

What do these results mean?

hh | si = 0
hg | mi = 0

hs | hi = 0

Clearly,
kets

{|mi , |gi} or kets {|hi , |si}

are just two different orthonormal bases for all quantum states in world of color/hardness
Using one of these basis sets to describe world —> using “color” or “hardness” language
Since they are a basis
as

why can write any arbitrary quantum state

| i = a |mi + b |gi

or

| i = c |hi + d |si
Remember I wrote earlier
1
|mi = p |hi
2

1
p |si
2

1
1
|hi = p |gi + p |mi
2
2

1
1
|gi = p |hi + p |si
2
2
1
|si = p |gi
2

1
p |mi
2

Mysterious property called SUPERPOSITION is, as we stated earlier, just vector addition!
Does this formalism work?
Does it allow us to say correct things about quantum experiments? YES! Let me show you.
Consider hard electron sent into color box,
then, using rules we have developed,
the probability that it will be (emerge as or be measured as)
a magenta electron is given by(this is how the algebra works)



1
1
2
|hmagenta | hardi| = hmagenta| p |greeni + p |magentai
2
2

2

1
1
= p hmagenta | greeni + p hmagenta | magentai
2
2
1
1
= p (0) + p (1)
2
2

2

1
=
2

which is correct!!

and probability that it will emerge as green electron given by

2



1
1
|hgreen | hardi| = hgreen| p |greeni + p |magentai
2
2
2

2

1
1
= p hgreen | greeni + p hgreen | magentai
2
2
1
1
= p (1) + p (0)
2
2

2

1
=
2

2

which is correct!!

Thus, a hard electron has 50-50 chance
of coming out of magenta and green apertures
which agrees with results of earlier experiments.
That is why I earlier chose particular numerical coef cients (component values)
So our formalism seems to agree with all of earlier experiments.
For example, look at repeatability experiment.
First, hard electron ∣h⟩ sent into color box.
Probability will emerge from magenta aperture is

1
|hm | hi| =
2
fi

2

1
±p
2

Then, electron emerging from magenta aperture sent into another color box.
However, it is now a magenta electron and is represented by ket ∣m⟩.
Probability that will emerge from magenta aperture of second color box is
2

During experiment,

|hm | mi| = 1

= repeatability property.

hard electron(initially in superposition of magenta/green properties), i.e.,
1
1
|hi = p |gi + p |mi
2
2
appears as electron in state ∣m⟩
when it emerges from magenta aperture of rst color box.
The so-called Copenhagen interpretation of quantum theory says
that during 1st measurement ( rst color box), the state of electron(hard)
is “collapsed” or “reduced” from a superposition of possibilities to a de nite
value(magenta) corresponding to value just measured, i.e., to aperture we looked at!
This interpretation seems to say that the measurement caused collapse to occur.
It also ts with ideas behind my simple model of color box described earlier.
This will be postulate #4 of our 1st version of quantum theory.
Eventually, we will eliminate the need for this “collapse” postulate completely.
fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

We will nd that it is already built into the other postulates we de ne!

Two-Path Experiment explained using New Formalism
Added time and position values to diagram.

Need to use states or kets which correspond
to electrons having color or hardness
AND positions.
This is OK because these are what are called
“compatible properties”,
i.e., we will see that it is valid in QM to
say a magenta electron is located
at a particular position
(since it can be created in lab).
Thus, electrons can have color (or hardness) and simultaneously be at de nite position.
However, as saw earlier,
an electron CANNOT be hard AND magenta simultaneously,
which are incompatible properties, which we will see is related to the Uncertainty Principle.
These states take the form (just expand the labels because we KNOW more stuff):

|hardness, x, yi = |hardnessi |x, yi

so the labels still specify
all that we “know”
fi

|color, x, yi = |colori |x, yi

At time t1,
when particle is about to enter apparatus,
(having just left a color box via
magenta aperture):
the state is

|color = magenta, x = x1 , y = y1 i = |mi |x1 , y1 i
=

✓

1
p |hi
2

◆

1
1
p |si |x1 , y1 i = p |hi |x1 , y1 i
2
2

1
p |si |x1 , y1 i
2

(everything just multiplies out)
It is a superposition of a hard electron at (x1,y1) and soft electron at (x1,y1)!
A magenta electron is always such a superposition!

Here is how QM says to calculate what happens next.
Consider: If state at time t1 were just the hard part
1
p |hi |x1 , y1 i
2

and if a hardness box behaves properly,
then the state at time t2 would be
1
p |hi |x2 , y2 i
2
i.e., electron would have just emerged
through hard aperture
and be on what we will call the hard path.
Similarly, if state at time t1 were just soft part

1
p |si |x1 , y1 i
2

and if hardness box behaves properly, then state at time t2 would be

1
p |si |x3 , y1 i
2

i.e., electron would have just emerged through soft aperture
and be on what we will call the soft path.
This is what we earlier said the apparatus does to hard/soft electrons!
IMPORTANT: we can only say the electron has two compatible measurable properties
at the same time if the respective state separates exactly like this one did.

However, as we said, the state at t1
is neither just soft part nor just hard part,
but the superposition
1
|mi |x1 , y1 i = p |hi |x1 , y1 i
2

1
p |si |x1 , y1 i
2

color box
-> USE color language to describe world —> start in color language(basis)
hardness box
-> USE hardness language to describe world —> change to hardness language(basis)
This is VERY Important
Physics will only make sense if you are using the correct
(appropriate to next measurement) language when
discussing what is happening!

Earlier discussion ->
(formally called linearity property of QM,
i.e., we operating in mathematical vector space which satis es axioms of linear algebra)
that state at time t2 must be (if hardness box behaves properly)
1
p |hi |x2 , y2 i
2

1
p |si |x3 , y1 i
2

i.e., if something happens to state |1> (hard part)and
something happens to state |2>(soft part) separately
then when both are present in a superposition
SAME things still happen
[remember we are not measuring anything yet]
1
p |hi |x2 , y2 i
2
✓
◆
1
1
1
p
p |gi + p |mi |x2 , y2 i
2
2
2

so we have at time t2
expand

1
|gi (|x2 , y2 i
2

1
p |si |x3 , y1 i
2
✓
◆
1
1
1
p
p |gi p |mi |x3 , y1 i
2
2
2

1
|x3 , y1 i) + |mi (|x2 , y2 i + |x3 , y1 i)
2

This correspond to color electrons at superpositions of two different positions !!!!
fi

i.e., a green electron can be found at two positions if we look(observe)

The state

1
p |hi |x2 , y2 i
2

1
p |si |x3 , y1 i
2

is entanglement between hardness/color
and position (coordinate space) properties of electron
(note color and position properties
were separated to start with, i.e.,

|color = magenta, x = x1 , y = y1 i = |mi |x1 , y1 i

had de nite values, namely, magenta and (x1,y1)).
This new state involves nonseparable correlations between hardness/color and
coordinate-space properties of electron.
There are no de nite hardness or color properties of electron in this state
neither do any of its coordinate-space properties (position, momentum, etc)
have any de nite values!
This is a superposition of states,
where one part of electron state indicates
probability amplitude for being on hard path
and other of electron state indicates
probability amplitude for being on soft path.
fi

fi

fi

IMPORTANT: Note that we are NOT saying that electron is actually on either path.

These results are the reason that
we earlier had to make statements about not hard, not soft, not both and not neither.
Those ideas are not only false, they are meaningless!
We have entangled two classical states that cannot exist at same time for single electron!
State is called an entangled state.
These states will get our thoughts/ideas all entangled later on
when we discuss Einstein paradox and Bell inequality!!
Continuing on.......
last state of electron above (at t2)
leads to state of electron at t3

1
p |hi |x3 , y3 i
2

1
p |si |x4 , y2 i
2

and then state at time t4 is

1
p |hi |x5 , y4 i
2

1
p |si |x5 , y4 i =
2

✓

1
p |hi
2

◆

1
p |si |x5 , y4 i
2

= |mi |x5 , y4 i

pull out common factor

1
p |hi |x5 , y4 i
2

1
p |si |x5 , y4 i
2

=

✓

1
p |hi
2

◆

1
p |si |x5 , y4 i
2

= |mi |x5 , y4 i

We see
that color state and coordinate-space state have become separate again!
Position of electron once again has de nite value and color once again has de nite value.
Remember that we have not bothered(measured) electron during this experiment.
So fact that hard electron fed into total device will come out hard,
and that soft electron fed into total device will come out soft(at same point),
together with our quantum assumptions,
means that a magenta electron fed into total device
will come out (as EXPERIMENT says) magenta!
That is way quantum mechanics works!

Again, the formalism works!

What if we change experiment in middle by measuring position of the electron at, say, t3?
Let us insert wall on soft path.
This Implies that if any electron gets through device, it must have traveled on hard path.
This is a measurement of position.
Same goes for inserting wall on hard path.
fi

fi

Then the superposition goes away.

According to suggested postulates,
during a measurement a collapse would occur
and state just after measurement would be either

|hi |x3 , y3 i

or

|si |x4 , y2 i

each with probability 1/2 (square component assumption)
Then state at t4 would be either

|hi |x5 , y4 i

or

|si |x5 , y4 i

After this point in time,
only one part of state continues to evolve in time,
while other remains unchanged (due to wall).
Must emphasize that we collapsed particle to hard or soft
by measuring its position in an entangled state.
That is way entangled or nonseparable states work
collapsing one property (position in this case)
collapses all other properties (hardness in this case) simultaneously.

The state vector

1
p |hi |x5 , y4 i
2

1
p |si |x3 , y1 i
2

is nonseparable
between hardness/color properties and coordinate-space properties.
This means it is not associated with any de nite values
for hardness or color or position or momentum.
Note that if since we have inserted a wall on only one path,
the remaining electrons in device have de nite hardness,
which are 50/50 magenta/green.

fi

fi

This agrees with experiments described earlier.

Again, the formalism works!

Now I must ay something about how to build a do-nothing box.
If electron in state ∣A⟩ and measure color,

then the probability of measuring magenta is determined as shown below.
Write ∣A⟩ as superposition of color states

(since color is thing want to measure must use color language).

|Ai = ↵ |magentai +

|greeni

Can always be done since color kets are a basis(anything measurable provides a basis).
where

hmagenta | Ai = ↵ hmagenta | magentai +

hgreen | Ai = ↵ hgreen | magentai +

hmagenta | greeni = ↵

hgreen | greeni =

Probability that measurement indicates electron magenta is
2

|hmagenta | Ai| = |↵|

2

Now consider the state

|Ai =

↵ |magentai

|greeni

If measure color on this state,
get same probabilities for every possible outcome as with state ∣A⟩, i.e.,
2

2

|hmagenta | Ai| = |↵| = | hmagenta | Ai|

2

So if a state vector ∣A⟩ changes to state vector −∣A⟩

there are NO OBSERVABLE CHANGES
there are NO PROBABILITIES CHANGES
NOTHING HAPPENS as far as quantum theory is concerned!!!.

So any box which changes state of any incoming electron
into −1 times incoming state will be do-nothing box,
since it will not change any measurable values,
i.e., will not change any probabilities
of values of any of observables of any electron which passes through it.
Obviously, it will also not effect any electron which passes outside of it.
But the effects of such a box on an electron
which is in a superposition of passing through it and outside of it
may be quite a different matter.
Suppose a do-nothing box is inserted in soft path of two-path device at (x3,y1).
Then, if initial input electron magenta(as earlier), state at t2 will be
1
p |hi |x2 , y2 i
2

1
p |si |x3 , y1 i
2

(same as earlier)

and state at t3 (after passage through box) will be not be

1
p |hi |x3 , y3 i
2

1
p |si |x4 , y2 i
2

(earlier result)

but will be

1
1
p |hi |x3 , y3 i + p |si |x4 , y2 i
2
2

where sign of 2nd term has been changed by the do-nothing box in the soft path.
If we now follow new state to t4 as before we nd

✓

1
1
p |hi |x5 , y4 i + p |si |x5 , y4 i =
2
2
instead of

1
p |hi |x5 , y4 i
2

◆

1
1
p |hi + p |si |x5 , y4 i
2
2

= |gi |x5 , y4 i

✓

◆

1
1
p |hi p |si |x5 , y4 i
2
2
= |mi |x5 , y4 i

1
p |si |x5 , y4 i =
2

So a do-nothing box has changed color of all electrons from magenta to green
(as experiment said) even though it has no measurable effect
on electrons that passed though it !!!!.
That is way quantum mechanics works!!

fi

New mathematical formalism seems to works very well since theory it provides agrees with
experiment, which is only test required!

Short digression: Some further mathematical thoughts based on what we have learned:
Clean up some loose ends.
De ne operator

Ĝ = |gi hg|
Properties

Ĝ |gi = |gi hg | gi = |gi

,

Ĝ |mi = |gi hg | mi = 0

Expectation value
2

hg| Ĝ |gi = |hg | gi| = 1
2

hm| Ĝ |mi = |hg | mi| = 0
These results make sense(physics) if we interpret

in green state
in magenta state

Ĝ = |gi hg|

as operator corresponding to measurement of green property of electrons,

fi

i.e., an observer looking at output of green aperture of color box.

1st result then says, using an earlier result we derived
2

hg| Ĝ |gi = |hg | gi| = 1

prob(bk ) = |hbk | i|

2

in green state

that probability that color of green electron is green is 1 as expected
and
2nd result says if measure probability color of green electron is magenta get 0 as expected.
2

hm| Ĝ |mi = |hg | mi| = 0

in magenta state

Things make sense!
Pushing these strange ideas further.
If we assume, as earlier, that hard electron is superposition of green and magenta electrons,

1
1
|hardi = |hi = p |gi + p |mi
2
2
then the expectation value of

Ĝ

in hard state is

hg| Ĝ |hi =

✓

◆

1
1
p hg| + p hm| Ĝ
2
2

✓

1
1
p |gi + p |mi
2
2

◆

1
1
1
1
= hg| Ĝ |gi + hg| Ĝ |mi + hm| Ĝ |gi + hm| Ĝ |mi
2
2
2
2
1
1
= hg| Ĝ |gi =
2
2

i.e., equal parts 0(m) and 1(g) as expected!!!!

Another way of saying this is, using earlier result (for those who like more math)

D E X
X
2
B̂ =
bk prob(bk ) =
bk |hbk | i|
k

hh| Ĝ |hi =

X

k

(eigenvalue g )(probability of g in |hi )
2

= (1) |heigenvalue = 1 | hi| + (0) |heigenvalue = 0 | hi|
1
1
1
= (1) |hg | hi| + (0) |hm | hi| = (1) + (0) =
2
2
2
2

2

again makes sense,

i.e., if have beam of hard electrons,
then we measure electron to be green 1/2 of time as observed earlier!

2

Clearly, this formalism and associated ideas is both neat and very powerful
and certainly seems to have the potential to describe earlier observations.
We will see shortly that formalism, based on set of postulates,
can completely represent quantum systems and quantum measurements.
Now summarize some of ideas have been discussing.
More times we think about it, better we will understand it.
Sometimes theory is just guessed (educated guesses based on experiments)
as a set of postulates.

Let us take this approach at this time.

Quantum Mechanics Postulates (using the color/hardness world)
5 parts(ASSUMPTIONS/AXIOMS) to QM algorithm.
(A) 1st Postulate -Physical States - All physical systems represented by ket
vectors normalized to 1.
Called “state vectors” → ∣ψ⟩ where ⟨ψ ∣ ψ⟩ = 1.

Literally means ALL.
A green or hard electron is represented by a ket.
An atom is represented by a ket.
A banana is represented by a ket.

Ket labels consist of everything
we “know” i.e., have measured
about the system represented
by the Ket!

A car is represented by a ket.
YOU are represented by a ket (albeit a very complex one).

(B) 2nd Postulate - Measurable Properties = observables
Remember: for linear operators: (Â + B̂) | i = Â | i + B̂ | i

↵

is the corresponding

If Â is an observable, then the system represented by the state
that observable in that state.

| i has the value ↵ of

If Â | i = ↵ | i
eigenvalue.

then | i is an eigenvector of Â and

That is, if you perform measurement corresponding to Â on system in state represented by
∣ψ⟩, then with certainty (probability = 1) you measure value ↵ .
Since eigenvalues of operators representing observables are supposed to be measurable
numbers, they must also be real numbers.
This means we can only choose a certain kind of operator to represent observables, namely,
HERMITIAN operators that are guaranteed to always have real eigenvalues => added bonus
for quantum theory is
Eigenvectors of HERMITIAN operator are a complete, orthonormal set.
i.e., they comprise a set of mutually orthonormal vectors - basis - see later that there are
important connections to measurement here!

Example: back to color and hardness.......
Operators Ĥ and Ĉ representing observables hardness/color are Hermitian
-> use either set of eigenvectors as basis set
for quantum theory of color and hardness.
Corresponds to choosing a language!!!!
One such basis is then

|hardi = |hi

,

|sof ti = |si

where(by de nition)
Ĥ |hi = |hi ! eigenvalue = 1 (by convention)
Ĥ |si = |si ! eigenvalue = 1 (by convention)

or

∣h⟩ is state with measured value of hardness = 1
∣s⟩ is state with measured value of hardness = −1

on some meter!

Since the basis is an orthonormal set -> satis es
hh | hi = 1 = hs | si
hh | si = 0 = hs | hi

fi

fi

Showed earlier, any operator can be written in terms of its eigenvalues and projection
operators
Ĥ = (+1) |hi hh| + ( 1) |si hs| = |hi hh| |si hs|

Using
Ĥ |hi = (|hi hh|
Ĥ |si = (|hi hh|

Ĥ = (+1) |hi hh| + ( 1) |si hs| = |hi hh|

|si hs|

|si hs|) |hi = |hi hh | hi |si hs | hi = |hi (1) |si (0) = |hi
|si hs|) |si = |hi hh | si |si hs | si = |hi (0) |si (1) = |si

as expected

Eigenvector/eigenvalue equations say that hardness operator and hence hardness box acting
on state vector
does not change states of de nite hardness,
namely, ∣h⟩ and ∣s⟩
(overall minus sign does not change any measurable properties of the ∣s⟩ state)
as required.
Now can write matrices representing these objects(using earlier de nitions)
in hardness basis (called matrix representation)
✓
◆ ✓
◆
✓
◆ ✓
◆
hh | hi
1
hh | si
0
|hi =
=
, |si =
=
hs | hi
0
hs | si
1
✓
◆ ✓
◆
hh| Ĥ |hi hh| Ĥ |si
1 0
[H] =
=
(Hermitian!)
0
1
hs| Ĥ |hi hs| Ĥ |si
where we have used
<latexit sha1_base64="T7ZVbHTji8sYJg+pgvqVyeAVf90=">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</latexit>

|si hs|) |hi = hh | hi hh | hi
fi

=1

=1

hh | si hs | hi = 1 + 0 =1
=0

fi

hh| Ĥ |hi = hh| (|hi hh|

=0

Similarly, another basis(equivalent) is

|magentai = |mi

,

|greeni = |gi

Ĉ |gi = |gi ! eigenvalue = 1 (by convention)
Ĉ |mi = |mi ! eigenvalue = 1 (by convention)

∣g⟩ is state with measured value of color = 1
and ∣m⟩ is state with measured value of color = −1.
Operator Ĉ represents entire color box.
Operator can be written in terms of its eigenvalues and projection operators we have
Ĉ = |gi hg|

|mi hm|

Form basis (orthonormal set) -> satis es
hg | gi = 1 = hm | mi
hg | mi = 0 = hm | gi

Eigenvector/eigenvalue equations say that color operator
and hence color box acting on state vector does not change states of de nite color,
namely, ∣g⟩ and ∣m⟩ as required.
Can write matrices representing these objects in any basis

fi

fi

(called matrix representation in that basis)

In color language we have
✓
◆ ✓
◆
✓
◆ ✓
◆
hg | gi
1
hm | gi
0
|gi =
=
, |mi =
=
hg | mi
0
hm | mi
1
✓
◆ ✓
◆
hg| Ĉ |gi hg| Ĉ |mi
1 0
[C] =
=
0
1
hm| Ĉ |gi hm| Ĉ |mi
where we have used

hg| Ĉ |mi =

hg | mi = 0

Now write ∣g⟩ and ∣m⟩ vectors in terms of ∣h⟩,∣s⟩ vectors.
Always possible since ∣h⟩,∣s⟩ is basis and ∣g⟩,∣m⟩ just other vectors in same space(world).
Just principle of SUPERPOSITION mentioned earlier, Write

|gi = a |hi + b |si
|mi = c |hi + d |si
Normalization: states must be normalized to 1(assume a, b, c, d are real for simplicity)
hg | gi = 1 = (a hh| + b hs|) (a |hi + b |si) = a2 + b2
hm | mi = 1 = (c hh| + d hs|) (c |hi + d |si) = c2 + d2

Orthogonality: the states must be orthogonal (they are a basis)
hg | mi = 0 = (a hh| + b hs|) (c |hi + d |si) = ac + bd

One possible solution to equations (the color states) is
1
d= p
2

a=b=c=
1
1
|gi = p |hi + p |si
2
2

,

1
|mi = p |hi
2

1
p |si
2

Similarly, can express ∣h⟩,∣s⟩ vectors in terms ∣g⟩, ∣m⟩ basis to get
1
1
|hi = p |gi + p |mi
2
2

,

1
|si = p |gi
2

1
p |mi
2

Sums/differences of vectors = superpositions of physical states.
States of de nite color = superpositions of hardness states.
States of de nite hardness = superpositions of color states.
Hardness/color operators are incompatible observables
in sense that states of de nite hardness (eigenvectors of hardness operator)
apparently have no de nite color value (not eigenvectors of color operator)
and vice versa.

fi

fi

fi

fi

Since color and hardness are incompatible —-> operators do not commute.

Can see by determining matrix for Ĥ in color basis and then computing commutator. We have
✓
◆ ✓
◆
hg| Ĥ |gi hg| Ĥ |mi
0 1
[H] =
=
1 0
hm| Ĥ |gi hm| Ĥ |mi
where we have used ✓
◆ ✓
◆
1
1
1
1
hg| Ĥ |mi = p hh| + p hs| Ĥ p |hi p |si
2
2
2
2
⌘
1⇣
=
hh| Ĥ |hi hh| Ĥ |si + hs| Ĥ |hi hs| Ĥ |si
2
1
1
= (hh | hi + hh | si + hs | hi + hs | si) = (1 + 0 + 0 + 1) = 1 and so on
2
2
✓
◆✓
◆ ✓
◆✓
◆
Then
h
i
1 0
0 1
0 1
1 0
=
Ĉ, Ĥ = Ĉ Ĥ Ĥ Ĉ
0
1
1 0
1 0
0
1
✓
◆
0 1
=2
6= 0
1 0
These descriptions of color/hardness = 2-dimensional vector space.
Now for the nal part of the 2nd postulate:
if system is in state ∣ψ⟩ and measure observable B̂ (and ∣ψ⟩ NOT eigenstate of B̂ ),
then the ONLY possible results of measurement are the eigenvalues of
that is, the set {bk }

fi

Read statement again! A truly amazing statement!!!!!
Nothing else will ever be measured but the eigenvalues!!!!!

B̂

(C) 3rd Postulate: Dynamics of state vectors
There exist “deterministic” laws (same as classical world rules)
about how a state vector of any system changes with time.
Every state vector representing real physical system must have length = 1
—> changes of state vectors dictated by dynamical laws
(called Schrodinger equation or the time-development equation)
are changes of “direction” (and never of “length”) of ket vectors.
We de ne a “time evolution or development” operator Û
that governs how state vector changes in time by the relationship
|A, t +

ti = Û ( t) |A, ti

—> state vector at time t + ∆t given
by time evolution operator Û operating on state vector at time t.
In general, ket labels(which contain whatever we know(have measured) about state)
are the only thing that changes
Time evolution operator = unitary operator(because length does not change) Û which means
if Û Û 1 = Iˆ or

Û

1 is the inverse of

Û then the Hermitian conjugate Û † = Û 1

fi

Time evolution operator is related to energy operator

Û (t) = eiÊt/~

more later

(D) 4th Postulate - Connection with Experiment/Measurements
Have said so far :
particular physical state whose state vector is an eigenvector, with eigenvalue ↵ ,
of the operator associated with a measurable property
will “have” value ↵ for that property
and that a measurement of that property, carried out on the system
which happens to be in that state,
will produce result ↵ with certainty(probability = 1)
and that if system is not in an eigenvector of the observable being measured,
then one can only measure one of its eigenvalues.
Need much more than that to deal with real-world experiments.
What if we measure a certain property of physical system
at a moment when the state vector of system
does not happen to be an eigenvector of that measurement property operator?
(this is the case most of the time).
i.e., what if we measure the color of a hard electron(remember it is a superposition of being
green and being magenta)?

What happens then?
All our earlier assumptions/postulates no help here. We need a new assumption/postulate.
Suppose we have system in state ∣ψ⟩,
and carry out measurement of value of property (observable) B
associated with operator
Assume eigenvectors of

B̂ .

B̂ are states |bi i which means that

B̂ |bi i = bi |bi i

,

i = 1, 2, 3, 4, ......

where the bi are the corresponding eigenvalues.
Quantum theory —> outcome of measurement is strictly a matter of “probability”.
Quantum theory stipulates that the probability that
outcome of measurement of
will yield result

B̂ on state ∣ψ⟩ (not an eigenvector)

bi

(remember only possible results are eigenvalues of B̂ no matter what state we are in),
is equal to

|hbi | i|

2

or absolute-square of corresponding ket vector component!

This postulate means the following:
(a) Probability as so de ned is always ≤ 1 (must be to make sense),
which results from requirement that allowable states have length = 1.
That was reason for earlier imposing the normalization requirement.
(b) If | i = |bi i (= eigenvector),

then probability to measure bi is
2

probability = |hbi | bi i| = 1

and for any other eigenvalue bk k ≠ i
2

probability = |hbk | bi i| = 0 ,

k 6= i

(c) Probability that green electron is found to be soft during hardness measurement = 1/2.
State being measured is
1
1
|gi = p |hi + p |si
2
2
✓
◆
1
1
2
p
p
prob(sof t|green) = | hs | gi | = hs|
|hi +
|si
2
2

fi

1
= p (hs | hi + hs | si
2

2

1
= p (0 + 1)
2

2

2

1
=
2

(d) Similarly, probability that green electron is hard during hardness measurement = 1/2.
Probability that hard electron green during color measurement = 1/2.
Probability that hard electron is magenta during a color measurement = 1/2 and so on.
The new formalism(4 Postulates) correctly predicts
all experimental results for hardness and color measurements(experiments).
It is important to realize that we cannot say anything de nite about color if system in
hardness state and vice versa.
Can then only make probability statements.
Before we measure the color of electron, the electron DOES NOT have a color,
according to quantum theory!
Our information about electron color is only set of probabilities before measurement!!!!
But all of your experience says
that objects have values for measured quantities
before they are measured,
i.e., your experience tells you
that electron has color even if we do not measure it.

fi

That is your view (standard classical view) about what is real and what is not real.

Quantum theory says you are wrong in both cases!!
If you assume otherwise, then QM would not work...but it does!!!
Eventually we will devise experiments to show that quantum theory is correct
and your classical views about reality are incorrect!!

Think about what I just said!

Must also devise theory to show
why it seems to be this way for electrons
but does not seem to be true for macroscopic objects.
Finally, state last and most controversial postulate.
(E) Collapse - Measurements are always repeatable. Seems like innocuous statement!
Once measurement carried out and result obtained for some observable,
state of system must be such as to guarantee (probability = 1)
that if same measurement repeated,
exact same result obtained.
Since systems evolve in time,
this is only true if 2nd measurement follows 1st instantaneously
or within such a small time that system does not have chance to evolve.

What does this mean about state vector of a measured (after measurement) system?
One view - something must happen to state vector when measurement occurs.
If measurement of observable Ô

carried out on system S,

and if outcome of measurement is value

oq (one of eigenvalues)

then, whatever state vector of S was before measurement of Ô
The only way to guarantee (probability = 1)
that another measurement of Ô

will give the same result

is that state vector of S after measurement
necessarily must now be eigenvector of Ô with eigenvalue

oq

.

This must be true according to Postulate #2 and all postulates must be consistent.
Thus, in this view,
the effect of measuring any observable
must necessarily be to “change” state vector of measured system,
to “COLLAPSE” it,
to make it “JUMP” from whatever state prior to measurement
into an eigenvector of just measured observable operator.
This is called collapse of state vector or reduction of state vector.

It says that state vector changes(discontinuously)
during measurement from representing a range of possibilities
(superposition of all possible states)
to de nite state or only one possible outcome.
Which particular eigenvector it gets changed into
is determined by outcome of measurement
and cannot be known until then!!!!!!.

It cannot be predicted!!!!

Remember we only can
predict probabilities!

Since the outcome(earlier assumption) is matter of probability,
it is at this point and at no other point in the discussion,
that an element of “pure chance” enters into time evolution of the state vector
and determinism goes out window.
The postulates are correct!!
The time evolution of system is continuous and deterministic between measurements,
and discontinuous and probabilistic(random) during measurements.
The last(5th) postulate is very controversial.

fi

Discuss controversy in detail later.

Those are principles(postulates) of quantum theory.
They are most precise mechanism
for predicting outcomes of experiments on physical systems ever devised.
No exceptions to them have ever been discovered (104 years).
NOBODY expects any.
Now let us use these principles to study QM.
We will see how quantum theory makes predictions
and how the strange results of various experiments are accounted for by the theory.
So now we enter a strange world
where quantum systems behave in rather mysterious and non-intuitive ways.
Remember that any behavior we predict and observe
will just be a consequence of the 5 postulates just stated.
That is how theoretical physics works!

